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Donald Trump will be in jail”
– Danny

Here is what ABQ Free Press
Weekly readers said when
we asked, “What will be the
result of the Donald Trump
presidency?”

“Increased wealth inequality
and hate crimes” – Zack

“I can see resignation or impeachment” – Norman
“The result would be that the
people no longer trust their government and will organize revolutionary movements and protests. He
might resign” – Marty

“Chaos” – Felipe
“War and a worldwide hatred
of the USA” – Jeff

ABQ Free Press Readers:
Woe Has Befallen Us
BY ABQ FREE PRESS STAFF

A

BQ Free Press Weekly readers
definitely see a glass half full, if
not downright empty when it comes
to the impending inauguration of
President-elect Donald Trump.

In an online poll conducted by the
newspaper between Nov. 22 and
Dec. 2, our readers overwhelmingly
predicted Trump will perform poorly
as president.
Some predicted he won’t finish his
term, either because of impeachment
or criminal activity.
Because of a low response rate due
to our failure to get word of our survey out through social media, we’re
not publishing the poll results.

Instead, we’re offering the responses simply as anecdotes illustrating
the malaise felt by our readers who
responded, who were overwhelmingly Anglo Democrats or Independents
who voted for Hillary Clinton.
Most respondents said it is
unlikely Trump will fulfill his campaign promises.

Most said the most important
issues facing Trump are climate
change, civil rights and social justice.

The least important issues to ABQ
Free Press Weekly readers are the war
on terrorism, immigration and border
security, and reducing the federal
debt – the very themes that helped
Trump win the presidency.
Our readers saved their harshest
criticism for Trump in their answers
to the question, “What do you think

“He will be impeached or the
VP will invoke the 25th Amendment”
– Matt
“Civil rights being curbed, loss
of benefits and opportunity for
the working class and poor”
– Brad
“Civil war” – Carol

Donald Trump’s biggest strength is?”
Here are some of their responses:

“He does not have one for this
position. Think Peter Principle.”

“Protecting his business interests”
(or some variation of that answer).
“He can read.”
“Tweeting.”

“His only strength (if you can call
it that) is that he is an egomaniac
who consistently confuses truth and
fallacy.”

“Liar – he makes his base feel good
by ignoring facts and embracing
lies.”

“Protecting real estate and gambling industry.”

To be fair, a handful of our readers
think his business acumen and strong
sense of self will serve him well,
as evidenced by a reader who said
Trump’s strength was “foreign affairs
with countries that dislike America
due to [his] strong business relationships with them.”
Oddly, when asked to name
Trump’s biggest weaknesses, readers
cited the very same characteristics
they saw as strengths, with a few
more zingers thrown in, such as
“promoting and condoning racism
and segregation” and being a “sexual
predator.”

One reader wrote that Trump’s
biggest weakness was “poor relations
with the ‘Lamestream’ media.”

“The cabinet he has appointed
demonstrates that privatization
of public services and opening up
possibilities for the enrichment of
the billionaires he has appointed
is really the entire point of his
administration” – Ken
“I think it is within the realm of
possibility that Trump may be our
final president” – Mikki
“I think his presidency will be a
complete and total failure” – Ken
“World war” – Nicole
“Deeper divide in our country
with the alt right – and all they
believe – becoming the norm
– Marilyn
“Higher revenue for wealthy,
greater poverty” – Carla
“China will become the most
powerful nation in the world”
– Martin
“Civil war, perhaps nuclear
war”– Liz
“Half of the people in this
country, legal and illegal, behind
barbed wire” – Barbara
“Unhappiness” – Robert
“A greater America” – Bob
“A country divided” – Vikki
“He’ll resign or be assassinated
within two years” – Jannette
“Four years from now, the
world will be in chaos and

In our continuing quest to find
out what our readers want
and what they think of ABQ
Free Press Weekly, we asked
an open-ended question:

“If you want to tell the Editor
anything else (any topic),
here’s your chance to sound
off.”
Here are some responses:

“Somehow, in some manner,
you need to raise your visibility.
The Journal is an embarrassment
to journalism. But they have the
visibility, so they count more than
you do at the moment.”
“How come the mayor doesn’t
like you?”
“You fill the void the Albuquerque Journal has intentionally
created to promote and protect
it’s partisan interests.”
“Please keep the coverage
balanced, even if you hate Trump.
We need objectivity now more
than ever. I trust your publication.”
“Thanks for giving us a voice!”
“I love intellectual diversity,
NOT rants.”
“Please start covering Medical
Cannabis and the Marijuana
laws, as there is more and more
research showing the benefits.”
“Lived all over and I like ABQ
Free Press more than the other
alternative papers I’ve had
access to.”
“I think that the quality of the
design and illustration have
improved recently. I find the articles to be informative and concise.
I really enjoy reading your paper.
Keep it up.”
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Who Should Investigate APD Video Tampering Allegations?
BY DENNIS DOMRZALSKI

B

ernalillo County District Attorney
Kari Brandenburg and others say
the city should back off on its effort
to hire a private firm to investigate
allegations of video tampering at the
Albuquerque Police Department until
the U.S. Department of Justice finishes
its criminal probe of the matter.

But some city councilors said they’re
not sure how to proceed, and one said
the city should go forward with its
investigation.

“The city should simply wait to see
what happens with the investigation
by the feds. We don’t need 15 different
opinions, and the only opinion that
will count is the opinion by the feds
once the investigation is completed,”
Brandenburg said.
Beth Mohr, chair of the Police Oversight Board, also said that the city
should stay out of the way of the DOJ
investigation.

“My preference would be to let
the DOJ do their work without some
other investigator getting in their way,

possibility contaminating evidence
or otherwise interfering,” Mohr said.
“The city can save their money and
hire an investigator for the administrative investigation, if one is even
still needed, after the DOJ makes a
determination of criminality or not.”

City Councilor Ken Sanchez said
he’s not sure if the city should back off
on its investigation, but he added that
he doesn’t want the city duplicating
the DOJ’s efforts.
“The DOJ is doing this, and they
will leave no stone unturned. This
should be an issue of whether we are
duplicating services,” Sanchez said.
Councilor Brad Winter said he
wasn’t sure if the city should go
forward with its own probe.

But Patrick Davis, the city councilor
who called for a private investigation
of APD, said the city should continue
with its effort to investigate the allegations, although he said he had “no
clue” as to how much it would cost
the city to hire a private investigator.

“The city should still go ahead [with
its investigation],” Davis said. “We are
asking two different sets of questions.
The DOJ is asking if anybody did
anything criminally and whether that
impacts other cases. We need to know
if APD’s internal practices are solid
and if all employees are following all
sets of rules. We need to answer both
sets of questions so we can either get
a clean bill of health or re-evaluate
where we go from here.”

The allegations that APD officers
and supervisors deleted or altered
lapel camera video were made in November by Reynaldo Chavez, APD’s
former records custodian. Chavez said
in an affidavit that videos were altered
in two officer-involved shooting cases,
including the April 2014 fatal shooting
of Mary Hawkes.
“I was one of a handful of city
administrators instructed on how to
edit in Evidence.com [the cloud-based
platform to which lapel cam videos
are uploaded],” Chavez’s affidavit
said. “I was able to see, via the

Evidence.com audit trail, that people
had in fact deleted and/or altered
lapel camera video.”

What’s not clear is whether APD
personnel could alter a video before it
was uploaded from a lapel camera to
Evidence.com or whether original videos on the platform can be altered.
City Attorney Jessica Hernandez
and APD officials have said that
videos on the cloud can be copied but
that the originals cannot be altered.
APD makes copies of the videos to
give to prosecutors, defense attorneys
and people who request them through
public records requests, Hernandez
has said.
ABQ Free Press Weekly emailed
Hernandez and mayoral spokesperson Rhiannon Samuel to ask if, in
light of the DOJ investigation, the city
would continue with its own probe.
Neither responded.
Dennis Domrzalski is an associate editor
at ABQ Free Press Weekly Reach him at
dennis@freeabq.com.

Rape Kit Backlog Requires Money, Staff, Attitude Adjustment
BY DENNIS DOMRZALSKI

W

hile more money will help
reduce New Mexico’s staggering backlog of untested rape kits, a
change in attitudes will be necessary
to eliminate the backlog.

According to an audit of the backlog
problem by State Auditor Tim Keller,
42 percent of the 5,302 untested kits
sat at police departments across
the state because cops either didn’t
believe the victims or had lost contact
with them.
“It’s not easy to talk about,” Keller
said Dec. 6 when he released the details of his audit. “These kits represent
an hour, if not longer, of someone’s
life when they had the courage to go
in [and report a rape].”

Connie Monahan, the statewide
sexual assault nurse exam coordinator, said eliminating the backlog won’t
happen immediately. “Changing a
culture takes time,” she said.
It will also take money and people.
It takes 40 to 55 hours and $1,000 to

process a single kit, Monahan said.

more than 10 years. In 21 percent of
the cases, victims did not cooperate
Keller’s audit revealed that New
with police or police had lost contact
Mexico has the highest rate of untestwith them. In another 21 percent of
ed rape kits per capita in the nation,
cases, law enforcement officials did
at 254 per 100,000 residents. Michigan
not believe the victims. And in 36 perwas No. 2 at 153 per 100,000 residents.
cent of the cases, there was no known
Some 73
reason why the
percent of those
kits were not
untested kits are
tested.
New Mexico has the
in Albuquerque,
Those statistics
highest rate of
and the city and
“are
particuthe Albuquerque untested rape kits per capita
larly
troubling
Police Departin
the
nation,
because
they
ment have yet to
at
254
per
100,000
suggest
a
fundadevelop a plan
mental
misunresidents
to reduce those
derstanding
numbers, the
of the realities
audit said.
of the victim’s
“While prioritization analysis has
experience after a sexual assault,”
provided clarity, the city has yet to
the audit said. “First, victim cooperdevelop and fund a concrete plan
ation and contact can be particularly
to move the needle on the backlog,”
difficult for victims of sexual assault.
Keller said.
Sexual assault victims are three times
His audit found many reasons that
more likely to experience depression,
rape kits have sat untested, some for
four times more likely to contemplate

suicide, six times more likely to
experience PTSD, 13 times more likely
to abuse alcohol and 26 times more
likely to abuse drugs.”

In the past year, Keller said, his
office has visited many police agencies
throughout the state, and those departments have expressed a willingness to cooperate to get untested kits
to labs.
The State Forensic Lab has received
$2.2 million in federal grants and
legislative appropriations to work on
reducing the backlog.

Scott Weaver, secretary of the state
Department of Public Safety, said
that money alone will not reduce the
backlog. It will require more people at
the state lab, where most rural police
departments send their rape kits.
“Currently, you cannot buy your
way out of it,” Weaver said. “But
money gets you started.”.
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New Mexicans Stand Together at Standing Rock
BY JOHNNY VIZCAINO

MCLAUGHLIN, S.D. – At the Bear
Soldier District of the Standing Rock
Reservation of the Sioux Nation,
many of the thousands of Dakota
Access Pipeline protesters remain,
despite a U.S. Bureau of Land
Management promise to explore
alternative routes for the pipeline –
a decision that could be reversed by
President Donald Trump.
ABQ Free Press Weekly went to
Standing Rock shortly after the
BLM decision was announced.
Temperatures were below freezing,
heavy snow had fallen and winds
whipped to more than 45 miles an
hour. We talked to New Mexicans
who had joined the protest.

Marlo, a Santa Clara Pueblo native
who asked that we not use his last
name, has made five trips to and
from the campsite since August, his
latest stay lasting about a month, he
said.

“I think about going home all the
time, but if I go home, what kind of
man would I be, walking away from
such a big problem? How could I go
home to kids, knowing that I didn’t
ensure their future, and call myself a
warrior?”

Embers from a campfire trace patterns in the night sky in this time-lapse photo of a campsite at the Dakota
Access Pipeline protest. Photos by Johnny Vizcaino

Jen, an Albuquerque native of
Shoshone Paiute, said with the help
of people back home, and contributions from local businesses and
organizations, New Mexicans at
Standing Rock are prepared to last
the winter in protest of the pipeline.

“We were able to build multiple
structures, we had a yurt come up
from Albuquerque, it was built in
the South Valley by a woman who
brought it up and now stands with
us here,” Jen said.

Mario said that until construction

equipment is gone from the drill site,
it is impossible to believe that the protest is over. Once the
bulldozers are gone, “Then I’ll
believe you.”
Johnny Vizcaino is a journalism intern at
ABQ Free Press Weekly.

ART Opponents Lose Again
BY DENNIS DOMRZALSKI

T

he U.S. Court of Appeals has
handed another – and possibly
final – loss to opponents of Mayor
Richard Berry’s $119 million Albuquerque Rapid Transit project.

On Dec. 13, the Tenth Circuit Court
of Appeals in Denver affirmed a
lower court ruling that construction
on the project could proceed. The
57-page ruling said ART’s opponents
were wrong when they claimed
the Federal Transit Administration
violated the National Environmental
Policy Act by failing to order the city
to study the environmental impacts
of the project.
“The fact remains that plaintiffs
have failed to establish a substantial

likelihood of prevailing on the
merits of their NEPA-based claim,”
the opinion said. “Consequently,
they have failed to establish that the
public interest would be served if a
preliminary injunction were entered
in their favor.”

Opponents can ask the court for a
rehearing, but as of press time, no
decision had been made. It was the
fourth legal loss in the attempt to
stop ART, which will run buses that
resemble trains down dedicated lanes
in the middle of Central Avenue.
In the summer, a federal court
judge refused to order a preliminary
injunction in the case that opponents had requested. The opponents

appealed, and the Appellate Court
temporarily enjoined the city from
beginning construction on the project. But that injunction was lifted
in late August over the opponents'
objections.
Later, opponents sought another
injunction, but the Appellate Court
denied that as well.

The question now is whether ART
will be fully funded. As of press
time, the Federal Transit Administration had yet to approve funding
for the project. While $69 million
for ART was included in President
Obama's proposed budget for next
year, Congress has decided to junk
that budget and wait for a spending

proposal after President-elect Donald
Trump takes office.

The city began construction on ART
in October with about $30 million in
other federal grants it has received in
past years for things like landscaping
and sidewalk improvements.
ART opponents have claimed they
were shut out of the design process,
and the project, which will limit auto
traffic on Central to one lane in each
direction, will cause businesses along
the street to fail.

The city has claimed ART will help
revitalize a nine-mile stretch of Central
and that it is key to attracting millennials to the area.

NEWS
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Flying Star Returns to Earth
BY DENNIS DOMRZALSKI

W

hen business people see themselves in their mind’s eye,
they see daring and shrewd decision
makers with near-perfect timing. No
one in business likes to see themselves
as the opposite.
But Jean Bernstein, owner of the
Flying Star restaurants with her husband, Marc, has come to the painful
realization that she falls into the latter
category.

“We’re a poster child for what not to
do in a bad economy,” she said as she
recounted her’s and Marc’s two-year
effort to keep ownership of Flying Star.
With a vote of creditors a few days
ago, the Bernsteins emerged from $6
million bankruptcy still in control of
the company.
Jean offered advice to other entrepreneurs – advice she wishes she had
followed. “You have to keep an eye on
the local economy, understand macro
trends, don’t sign long-term leases and
don’t expand beyond what you think
you can handle,” she said.

The Flying Star, along with other
icons such as Scalo Northern Italian
Grill, Il Vicino, Kelly’s Brew Pub and
the Monte Vista Fire station, have
served as anchors that helped
make the Nob Hill retail district a
destination.
In a way, the Flying Star’s troubles
starting in 2008 mirror those of Nob
Hill itself.

Bernstein and other Albuquerque
business people could not have predicted the 2008 recession that struck
the Albuquerque metro area. Nor
could they have predicted that Intel
Corp. would dramatically downsize
its Rio Rancho plant or that in October
2013, the U.S. government would
shut down.

But all of those things, Bernstein
said, led to the bankruptcy filing in
January 2015. It also forced the company to close three of its nine restaurants.
“Intel was going from 5,000 employees and 2,000 contractors to 1,500 people and a couple of hundred contractors,” Bernstein said. “We were doing
OK until the end of 2013, and then
the government shut down. It was a
fantastic year in 2013 until October 7,
[the government shut down] and then,
all of a sudden, everything just halted
and slowed down. We could not
believe what happened.”
The recession, problems in Santa

Co-owner Jean Bernstein expedites food delivery at the North Valley Flying Star, 4026 Rio Grande Blvd. NW.
Photo by Johnny Vizcaino

Fe where the Bernsteins had opened
a restaurant, a bank failure in Albuquerque and the hollowing out of
Albuquerque’s Downtown left the
Bernsteins no choice but to declare
bankruptcy, she said.

“Flying Star – Santa Fe [which
opened in 2008] was plagued with
difficulties from the start,” said one of
the company’s bankruptcy court documents. “Due to the recession, the Santa
Fe economy was very slow, resulting
in hundreds of small businesses
closing. Real estate prices had crashed.
Tourism seems to have evaporated. As
a result, Flying Star – Santa Fe never
fully took off.”

Multiple troubles

The Santa Fe restaurant was located
in the Santa Fe Railyard, where a
promised movie theater that would
have drawn customers “was not
developed for six years,” the court
document said.

“Flying Star – Santa Fe’s sales were
never sufficient to cover its expenses
and the cafe’s operating costs had to
be paid for by other Flying Star cafes,”

the court document said.

Then came the failure in 2010 of
Charter Bank.

The Bernsteins had a construction loan with Charter to build a
19,000-square-foot strip mall in
Bernalillo, about half of which was
occupied by a Flying Star restaurant.
But Charter Bank failed and was sold
by the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corp. to Beal Financial Corp. of Plano,
Texas. Beal refused to convert the construction loan into a permanent loan,
and the Bernsteins eventually had to
close that restaurant and sell the mall
to pay off the loan, Bernstein said. The
former Bernalillo Flying Star is now
the Freight House Kitchen + Tap, a bar
and restaurant.
Then there was the flight of businesses from Downtown Albuquerque.
“Flying Star – Downtown [at Seventh and Silver] was reeling from the
loss of daytime business population
in Downtown,” the Bernsteins’ court
document said. The once-profitable
location began to lose money at an
alarming rate. “At the end of 2013,

Flying Star and companies found
themselves with three locations and a
production facility operating deeply
in the negative,” the Flying Star court
documents said.

Poor managers?

While Bernstein blamed the bankruptcy on the recession, Flying Star’s
creditors argued in a court document
filed in August that the owners
“abused” and “mismanaged” the
chain and that, ultimately, they were
responsible for its financial problems.

The creditors said the Bernsteins
charged Flying Star excessive rent at
properties they owned under a different business, took $567,000 in salaries
and benefits from Flying Star in the
year before the bankruptcy filing, and
allowed their other company, Satellite
Coffee, to get into $1.7 million in debt
to Flying Star.
“As with so many bankrupt companies, the principals need look no
farther than their own mirror to see
the cause of the failure of the company,” the creditors’ court filing said.

CONT. ON PAGE 8
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The North Valley Flying Star escaped the fate of three of the
company’s other restaurants that closed as Albuquerque’s economy
continued its decline through 2015. Photo by Johnny Vizcaino
CONT. FROM PAGE 7

Bernstein said the allegations of
mismanagement were those of the
creditors’ attorney, Paul Fish, and not
the creditors themselves.

“Do not confuse the creditors with
the creditors’ attorney. He never even
spoke with hardly anyone at all,”
Bernstein said. “Ninety-five percent
of our creditors are still the vendors
we use today. We treated them well,
and they too were hurting from the
economy.”
Fish told ABQ Free Press Weekly
that he wishes the Bernsteins well as
they move on with their business.

What’s next?

With approval by the creditors of the
Bernsteins’ plan to pay them back $3.2
million – or about 65 percent of the
value of their total claims – Jean and
Marc Bernstein will continue to run
the company they started in 1981. The
two will work to find more and outof-state business for the 20,000-squarefoot bakery and food distribution
center they opened in 2006 to supply
Flying Star outlets with food.
“We are slowly piecing together a
nice wholesale bakery company, and
I would say that we need to diversify
and expand into other, or more robust,
markets,” Bernstein said. “Let’s
face it, this [Albuquerque] is not a
robust market.”
While another company, the holding
company that owns Garduño’s and
Keva Juice, had bid to take over the
Flying Star business, at least two local
business people are glad the Bernsteins are staying on.

“I think that strong, local operators
give a different flavor than what you
get with a chain operation,” said Steve

Paternoster, owner of Scalo Northern
Italian Grill in Nob Hill. “Their store
is just a block down from mine, and
you see anybody and everybody there.
They have an incredible influence on
this part of town.”
Steve Schroeder, owner of the Nob
Hill Music record store across Central
Avenue from the Nob Hill restaurant,
said his store often gets customers
from Flying Star. “People are eating,
and they look across the street and see
us, and they come in here,” Schroeder
said. “It [Flying Star] is an icon in the
neighborhood, and it’s good to keep
some of the icons.”

Looking back

While Bernstein said she and Marc
should not have attempted to expand
the business as rapidly as they did,
they really didn’t know that Albuquerque was headed for such a lingering
economic malaise that has dragged on
past the national recession’s end.
“We had lived in Albuquerque since
1971, and we had seen Albuquerque
slowly, but surely, expand,” Bernstein
said. “It seemed like the market was
moderately good, people were moving
here, and we felt like Albuquerque
was on a good, solid footing”

And while the bankruptcy case took
longer and cost more than Bernstein
ever expected, she said there was
never a doubt in her mind that she and
Marc would hang onto the business.
“Not one second did I ever believe
that we would lose this business,” she
said. “Because customers and employees expressed such incredible faith
in us, we never had any reason to be
depressed.”
Dennis Domrzalski is an associate editor of
ABQ Free Press Weekly. Reach him with
news tips at dennis@freeabq.com

Send us your flash fiction, short stories, poems or short essays
about your favorite holiday season memory for a chance to
win tickets to the 2016 River of Lights at the ABQ BioPark.

First Prize: 4 adult tickets to the 2016 River of Lights
Second Prize: 2 adult tickets to the 2016 River
of Lights

Third Prize: 1 adult ticket to the 2016 River of Lights
Please send up to 900 words to jyllian@freeabq.com with the
subject line: Holiday Memory. Winners will be notified via
email by Dec. 16, winning entries will be included in the Dec.
21 issue of ABQ Free Press Weekly. Contest entry gives ABQ
Free Press Weekly first publication rights.
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Standing Rock Events in ABQ
BY SAYRAH NAMASTÉ

A

historic
event
happened
in Standing
Rock, N.D.
Veterans
not only
“self-deployed”
to defend
the water
protectors
but also asked forgiveness from
Native people for centuries of
violence and exploitation.
A new documentary film
coming to Albuquerque addresses this same topic. “Dakota 38”
follows the story of Jim Miller, a
Dakota Native spiritual leader and Vietnam veteran. He
dreamed he was riding on horseback across the Great Plains of
South Dakota and arrived at a
riverbank to see 38 of his Dakota
ancestors hanged. At the time,
Jim did not know that Abraham
Lincoln had ordered the largest
mass execution in U.S. history,
on Dec. 26, 1862. In a disturbing
coincidence, Miller had killed
38 Vietnamese during the
Vietnam War.
“When you have dreams, you
know when they come from the
creator. … I tried to put it out
of my mind, yet it’s one of those
dreams that bothers you night
and day,” Miller explained.
Years later, Miller and a group
on horseback retraced the 330mile route of his dream to arrive
at the execution site on the
anniversary of the hanging. In his
path to reconciliation, Miller also
went to Vietnam to ask forgiveness and help rebuild what the
war destroyed. The 80-minute
film is the story of his journey.

and each other’s pain. We see the
veterans asking for forgiveness at
Standing Rock, and Jim has asked
forgiveness from the people
of Vietnam,” he said. “Anyone
interested in seeing a really good
example of what it takes to build
bridges between people and
communities should come out
and see this film.”
Sponsored by Veterans for
Peace, the free film and discussion with Miller and the
filmmakers is scheduled for 1-4
p.m. Saturday, Dec. 17, at South
Broadway Cultural Center, 1025
Broadway Blvd. SE. Funds raised
at the event will support getting
this film of reconciliation to more
communities and schools as well
as to support Standing Rock
water protectors. Donate online
at: fundly.com/dakota-38-reconciliation-campaign.
From 5-8 p.m. on Sunday, Dec.
18, the Indian Pueblo Cultural
Center (2401 12th St. NW) is
hosting an event titled “New
Mexico Welcomes Standing Rock,
Hunkpapa Lakota Tribal
Members.”
Everyone is invited to welcome Hunkpapa, Lakota Tribe
from Standing Rock, along with
Councilman Dana Yellowfat, who
will bring his drum group. There
is a special invitation to all Native
American musicians to bring
instruments.
A $10 minimum donation is
requested. Those funds will go
toward the Hunkpapa Lakota
Camp at Standing Rock where
“a peaceful, prayerful, and
permanent camp for Water
Protectors” is being built. More
information is on Facebook,
under the key words “NM
Welcomes Standing Rock.”

Daniel Marzec, a local community organizer, worked with
a team to bring the film to
Albuquerque because he was so
affected after watching it.

If you are unable to attend but
would like to donate, you can
visit: www.gofundme.com/hunkpapa-lakota-camp.

“During this time when it seems
there is great division amongst
people and amongst groups, we
can listen to each other’s stories

Sayrah Namasté is an organizer with the
American Friends Service Committee in
Albuquerque. She writes about events of interest to Albuquerque’s activist community.

CALLING ALL PETS
Tammy
FiebelKorn
sent us this
photo of her
parrot. “Mr. T is
about 63 years
old and has a
paralyzed wing,
but that doesn’t
keep him from
cruising around
the house
and hanging
out with the
family,” Tammy
wrote. Mr. T loves showers, pistachios and hanging out in the
office with his mom, she wrote.
Photo Credit: Allen Winston, Winston Foto

SEND IT TO

petphotos@freeabq.com

Photo should be hi-res, 250 kb or bigger. Include your name, phone
number and your pet’s name, and we’ll try to reserve their spot in the
pet parade.
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Trump Labor Secretary will
Be Pro-employer

Senator Udall’s Exit
Resets Gubernatorial Race

BY BARBARA STEPHENSON
AND LEAH STEVENS-BLOCK

BY JOE MONAHAN

T

he recent nomination by
President-elect Donald Trump of
Andrew Puzder for secretary of labor
indicates that employee-friendly
initiatives of the Obama administration
likely will be reversed.

Puzder, the chief executive of CKE
Restaurant Holdings, which owns the
Carl’s Jr. and Hardee’s chains, has been
a strong advocate for fast-food franchisers and an opponent of an increase in
the federal minimum wage. The current
federal minimum wage of $7.25 was last
raised in July 2009 and is considered not
to have been fully adjusted for inflation
since the mid-1970s.
If Puzder is confirmed as labor
secretary, one immediate casualty will
likely be the U.S. Department of Labor’s
major overhaul of overtime regulations.
The department’s new regulations provide that the annual salary of exempt
employees must be at least $47,476, or
$913 a week. If that salary threshold
is not met, employees must be paid
overtime for hours over 40 worked in
a week.
Ironically, these regulations were
viewed by many as resulting from perceived abuses in the fast-food industry.
During development of the regulations,
President Obama repeatedly cited fastfood managers who meet the current
minimum salary threshold of $23,660,
or $455 a week, but because they are
not hourly employees, they receive
no overtime, regardless of how many
hours they work in a week.

The current salary threshold of
$23,660, last adjusted in 2004, is below
the 2016 federal poverty guideline of
$24,300 for a family of four in the 48
contiguous states. The Department of
Labor estimated that 4.2 million currently exempt workers would become
eligible for overtime pay under the new
regulations.

The new regulations for exempt
employees were issued in late May of
this year and were to become effective
December 1, 2016. Over the summer,
employers considered options for
compliance, including raising the salary
of exempt employees or reclassifying
workers from exempt to hourly.

On November 22, a Texas federal
judge issued a nationwide emergency
preliminary injunction in a case brought
against the Department of Labor by 21
states, including New Mexico, and the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce. The court
ruled that, because the Department of

Labor had likely overstepped its statutory authority, the states and others
would likely prevail in their challenge
of the regulations. Consequently, a preliminary injunction of the regulations
was appropriate even though the case
had not yet proceeded to trial.

The Department of Labor has appealed the temporary injunction,
although it is unlikely the appeal will be
resolved before Trump’s inauguration.
As labor secretary, Puzder is expected
to drop the appeal, and the injunction of
the regulations would remain in place.
Prior to the election, Trump said he
favored delaying raising the exempt salary threshold, but his current position
on the regulations is not clear.

On the subject of the federal minimum wage, Trump stated in July he
would support raising it to $10 an hour.
Because Puzder opposes any federal
minimum wage increase, it remains to
be seen when or if the Department of
Labor will support an increase. A 2014
executive order from Obama imposed
a minimum wage of $10.10 for federal
contractors, and that wage has since
increased to $10.15. It is not known if
this executive order will be reversed
by Trump.

In the absence of a federal adjustment,
cities, counties and states continue to
enact minimum wage levels higher than
the federal minimum wage. A worker is
entitled to the highest applicable wage
where the work is performed.
In the November election, residents
of Arizona, Colorado, Maine and
Washington voted for minimum wage
increases occurring over time between
now and 2020. In New Mexico, Albuquerque, Bernalillo County, Santa Fe
and Las Cruces have had for several
years minimum wages higher than the
federal level. The highest current local
wage in New Mexico is $10.91 an hour
in Santa Fe.

Puzder may also prevail upon President Trump to reverse paid sick leave
for federal contractors soon required
under an executive order from Obama.
If this order and its regulations stand,
contractors after January 1, 2017, would
be required to provide workers with
seven days of paid sick leave annually.
Barbara Stephenson and Leah Stevens-Block
are attorneys who work in the area of
employment law with the Albuquerque law
firm of Sheehan & Sheehan.

T

he race for
the 2018
Democratic
gubernatorial
nomination
was reset
when U.S. Sen.
Tom Udall decided to stay
put and ended
his flirtation
with a candidacy. Here's what his decision means:
Udall’s exit will likely hasten the
entrance of Albuquerque Democratic
U.S. Rep. Michelle Lujan Grisham, who
has been all but saying she will run.
[Editor's note: In fact, it's done just
that. Lujan Grisham announced late
Dec. 13 that she will run for governor
of New Mexico.]
Lujan Grisham, coming off a 65
percent re-elect win in November, is
a leading contender, but she would
have to share that status with Attorney General Hector Balderas if he
decides to opt in. The statement on
his behalf in the aftermath of Udall’s
announcement indicates his serious
interest: “The attorney general is
seriously considering a run for governor and has deep concerns about
the future of our state. He’ll make a
determination in the near future.”
Balderas could pause because he
probably would have an easy AG
re-election in ’18. At 43, he might
want to wait, but an open seat for
governor doesn’t happen every day,
and he could easily take the plunge.
Without Balderas in the race, the
challenge to Lujan Grisham would fall
to lesser known possibles that could
include businessman Jeff Apodaca,
son of former Gov. Jerry Apodaca; Alan Webber, a 2014 Dem guv
hopeful; state Sen. Joe Cervantes of
Las Cruces; and Santa Fe Mayor Javier
Gonzales.
Lujan Grisham can be expected to
act fast so she can start raising money
and discourage others from getting
in. She recently was named chair of
the Congressional Hispanic Caucus,
giving her access to donors throughout the nation. Also, as first out of
the gate, she could begin her criticism
of the Martinez administration and
position herself as the alternative.
Attacks from behind-the-scenes on
Lujan Grisham have already begun
with critics calling her “disorganized,”

having an “over the top” personality
and lacking any significant congressional accomplishments to run on.
Udall’s decision makes GOP Congressman Steve Pearce again look
seriously at a run for the Republican
nomination. His conservative profile is
good for getting the nomination but
would be a hindrance in a statewide
race. Lt. Gov. John Sanchez is very likely to go. Albuquerque Mayor Richard
Berry could, but he is not a fave of the
nominating wing of the GOP.
Udall said he wasn’t running for
governor because he was better
positioned to “fight” for New Mexico
as a U.S. senator, but insiders speculate he also was not gunning for a
fight for the nomination against Lujan
Grisham. She might have gotten out if
he had gotten in, but he could not be
sure. Most of Udall’s races have been
lay-ups with little opposition. Did
Udall poll the race before making his
decision? Hmm …
The fire in the belly factor: The
grind of the governorship with its
constant infighting with the opposition party and presiding over a state
with such deep-seated problems probably in the end did not appeal to the
laid-back Udall. Ultimately, his wife,
Jill, and daughter, Amanda, a political
consultant, may have had more interest in it than him. The Senate suits
him just fine.
If Lujan Grisham gives up her
congressional seat for a run for the
Governor’s Office, who would line up
to take her place? The seat appears
solidly Blue so it’s the possible Dem
candidates that insiders are most
focused on. The Dem nominee would
be the odds-on favorite to win. So,
using as our guide the slogan “it’s
never too early,” the alligators offer
the potential Democratic field in no
particular order:
State Rep. Javier Martinez, state
Sen. Jacob Candelaria, state Sen.
Michael Padilla, N.M. Democratic
Party Chair Deb Haaland, state Rep.
Debbie Armstrong, Bernalillo County
Commissioner Maggie Hart Stebbins,
Albuquerque City Councilor Pat
Davis, Regional U.S. Department of
Agriculture Director Terry Brunner
and Bernalillo County Assessor
Tanya Giddings.
Joe Monahan is a veteran of New Mexico
politics. His daily blog can be found at
joemonahan.com.
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GOP’s Anti-Obama Obstructionism
May Haunt Trump’s Administration
BY BILL HUME

“W

hat goes around comes
around” is a ubiquitous
truism of American democracy, and
this presidential change may initiate
one to remember. I refer to the
coming blowback during the Trump
years arising from the eight years of
Republican obstruction of virtually
every Obama initiative.
A recent federal injunction issued
by a GOP-friendly Texas federal
judge is the latest in a long string of
legal challenges to executive order
powers. That same court has struck
down or suspended five presidential policy moves over the past two
years, according to The New York
Times. The most recent halted a rule
that would have made more
Americans eligible for overtime
pay. Each has made case law that
potentially limits the power of the
presidency itself.
“It’s a troubling trend because
it’s essentially delegating policy
oversight to a set of handpicked
judges in the South, who can pick
and choose which regulations move
forward and which do not,” said
a labor law lawyer quoted by The
Times. “Using nationwide injunctions coupled with the kind of
blatant forum shopping here is not
something that we’ve really seen
before in the modern age.”
But like so many of the recent
perversions in our governing processes and protocols, this one’s now
out of the bag. There are federal
judges who might in the future see
the legal logic of blocking Trump
executive actions. The anti-Obama
rulings will make it easier.
Then there’s the matter of just
how united the Republican control
of Congress and the executive
branch will prove to be. Obama,
you will recall, didn’t do all that
well in his first two years with a
Democrat-controlled House and
Senate. And he at least had some
experience in the legislative process.
Trump has no experience. He will
depend on his cabinet and staff
for the mechanics of dealing with
Congress – and even that depends
on his willingness to accept prudent
guidance. His experience in dealing
with foreign leaders thus far doesn’t
leave much room for optimism,
however.

There is no lockstep among the
GOP. Trump faces a hard clash with
Republican orthodoxy on such matters as free trade, punitive tariffs,
and economic stimulus spending –
to name a few.
Already, reality is face to face with
rhetoric. Republican congressional
leaders are floating brave promises
to make Obamacare repeal the first
order of business in January – with
the effective date to fall sometime
after the 2018 midterm elections.
That may be wishful thinking.
There is no GOP alternative ready
– and no realistic way to craft one
that trashes provisions Republicans
hate while keeping the ones the
nation has embraced. A delayed
repeal would cause chaotic paralysis
in healthcare generally.
Trump’s first two years could end
up making Obama’s inaugural quarter look positively productive.

Real ID
How’re you liking that Real ID
driver’s license, New Mexico?
Flush with the victory of creating
special license for untermenschen,
the German word “less than human,” meaning, of course, the
undocumented, the Gov. Susana
Martinez administration now faces
the reality of having required every
New Mexican to produce more documents to get a driver’s license than
they have ever had to produce for
any purpose before: Social Security
number document, U.S. passport or
original birth certificate, and two
proofs of local residence.
The state Motor Vehicle Division
asserts that the paperwork is specified by the federal government.
How about that: federal regulatory overreach embraced by a
Republican governor.
Last and perhaps most ominous,
the Motor Vehicle Division will
retain copies, creating another state
data bank of citizens’ personal data
ripe for hacking or misuse.
Makes you realize that 1984 was a
long time ago, doesn’t it.
Bill Hume is a former editorial page editor of
the Albuquerque Journal and later served as
a policy adviser to former Gov. Bill Richardson.
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Agora Crisis
Center
Agora Crisis Center
is a statewide, 24-hour
emotional support hotline
funded through the Associated Students of UNM, the
N.M. Department of Health
and private
donations.
Agora’s volunteers must
complete a 40-hour training
process and commit to at
least one 4-hour shift per
week.
To start the volunteer process, visit agoracares.org/
volunteer.html
To make a financial donation, visit agoracares.org/
donate-to-agora.html

Albuquerque
Heading Home
Albuquerque Heading
Home provides housing
solutions to individuals and
families who are medically
vulnerable or who experience chronic homelessness.
The nonprofit accepts
furniture, cleaning supplies, household items and
personal hygiene supplies.
Item donations can be made

by calling Chandler Smith-Stetson at 226-1700.
Volunteers are needed for
a variety of tasks and at
flexible times.
Albuquerque Heading Home
needs cash support to help with
housing vouchers and move-in
assistance for the people it serves.
To volunteer, visit hhorientation.weebly.com
To donate: app.etapestry.com/
onlineforms
Albuquerque HeadingHome/
Donate-Now.html

Quelab
Quelab is a self-funded, membership-driven organization that
provides space and instruction
for hands-on learning in areas of
science, art and technology.
The group accepts used laptops, which are refurbished and
used in its free program that
teaches children to code.
Physical and monetary donations can be mailed or dropped
off to 680 Haines Ave NW,
Albuquerque.

St. Martin’s
Hospitality
Center
St. Martin’s provides
mental/behavioral health
and therapy services,
housing, emergency support and
employment services to
people who are experiencing
homelessness and nearhomelessness.
The center accepts donations of
outerwear, shoes, blankets and
sleeping bags, backpacks and
office furniture Monday through
Friday between 8 a.m. and 2 p.m.
at 1120 2nd St NW, Albuquerque.
To sign up for a volunteer shift,
email cmiszkiel@smhc-nm.org
To make a cash donation, visit
smhc-nm.org/how-you-canhelp/donate

The Storehouse
The Storehouse provides
food and other essential items

to people in need in the Albuquerque area. The privately-run
nonprofit is always in need of
donations.
The Storehouse accepts all
non-perishable food items and
garden fresh vegetables. They
also accept pet food. Donations
can be delivered to their warehouse (106 Broadway Blvd.
SE, Albuquerque) Wednesday
through Friday from 8:30 a.m.
until 3:30 p.m. and on Saturdays
from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m.

OF GIVING
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Love

how-to-volunteer/volunteer-application

warehouse (5840 Office Blvd. NE,
Albuquerque), Monday through
Friday from 8 a.m. until 4 p.m.
Center of New Mexico strives
to be the place for any assistance
a transgender person in the state
might need.
The center accepts clothing,
blankets and non-perishable
food items at 149 Jackson St. NE,
Albuquerque.
The resource center is always in
need of both skilled and unskilled volunteers.
Volunteers are invited to show
up ready to work on any given
day. Groups of five or more are
encouraged to first call 842-6491.
Gifts of money can be given
through check or credit card.
For complete instructions, visit
thestorehouseabq.org/donate

Transgender
Resource Center of
New Mexico
The Transgender Resource

For more information or
to donate, visit tgrcnm.org/
about-montauk

Roadrunner Food
Bank
Roadrunner Food Bank
collects and distributes food all
over the state to local agencies
that work directly with the hungry in their
communities.
The 35-year-old organization
accepts food donations at their

Find a wide number of volunteer options at rrfb.org
take-action/volunteer
Set up a one-time cash donation
or a recurring gift at rrfb.org/
give-now

Watermelon
Mountain Ranch
Watermelon Mountain Ranch is
the state’s largest no-kill animal
shelter that helps find homes for
lost, stray and abandoned dogs
and cats.
The ranch is in constant need
of a variety of items including
pet food and treats, collars, slip
leashes, kitty litter, dog and cat
beds, stainless steel food dishes,
carriers and grooming equipment.
As a bonus, the ranch has a
number of ways in which people, including kids, can volunteer. Volunteering requires the
completion of an application,
found here: wmranch.org/

Watermelon Mountain
Ranch uses many local
donation partners to
make monetary donations
fairly simple. To see the
complete list, visit
wmranch.org/events
donation-partners

Wildlife Rescue
Inc. of New
Mexico
Wildlife Rescue Inc. cares
for injured and orphaned
wildlife through the entirely
volunteer-operated organization.
The itemized list of desired
donated items, along with
their cash donation options,
can be found at wrinm.org/
donations html
The Wildlife Rescue is
looking for volunteers of
varied talents and skill levels.
To become a Wildlife Rescue
volunteer, visit
wrinm.org/volunteer.html

GIVING
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Non-profit Serves International District for
Almost Two Decades
BY SARA MACNEIL

I

t’s hard not to be inspired by a
non-profit working with limited
means to support an under-served
community.

East Central Ministries has
provided food, healthcare and
development programs to the
International District for almost two
decades. The community development
ministry started with awareness of
high crime and poverty levels of the
area, yet recognized the strengths of the
culturally diverse community.
“Our core value is to listen to the
community,” ECM’s director Jesse
Harden said.

In 2001, ECM renovated an
abandoned building that was being
used as a drug house at 123 Vermont St.
NE and opened a food co-op and youth
program. Currently, the site is complete
with a low-cost healthcare clinic that
includes dental service, behavioral
counselors and space for nutrition and
exercise classes.

The co-op redistributes organic food
to more than 250 people each week.
ECM offers a variety of children’s
classes and workshops on gang and
violence prevention. Free childcare is
provided to parents who participate in
a volunteer program. ECM also offers
paid internships for high school and
college students, and a social justice
class for teenagers.

One of ECM’s many endeavors
include beautifying the neighborhood.
From 2013 to 2015 the organization
partnered with La Mesa Elementary
School and La Mesa Presbyterian
Church to build a neighborhood garden
park at the northeast corner of Copper
Avenue and Espanola Street.
For more than a decade, ECM’s
health center, One Hope Centro
de Vida, has served people in the
community who can’t afford health
insurance. Staffed by volunteer doctors
and UNM medical and pharmacy
students, the health center provides
six medical clinics per month, weekly
dental clinics and referrals to low-cost
specialists. Medical staff compare
prices on medicine and services for
low-income patients. Staff also assist
immigrants in navigating a foreign
health care system.
“It helps people survive,” said
Maria Tellez, One Hope’s pathway

navigator. “We
believe in human
rights, and everyone
needs access to
healthcare.”
While One Hope
provides medical
service to people
who otherwise
couldn’t afford
it, the clinic faces
its own financial
challenges.

The roof of the clinic caved in
four or five months ago, due to water
damage. Volunteers have since fixed
the roof, but the facility requires
continual maintenance.

Tellez said the clinic is hoping to
receive donations for window blinds
and updated seating for their waiting
area. Walls nearby are painted with
graffiti and the outside light above their
door has been smashed out.
“We aren’t very fancy, but we try
to do the best we can for our patients,”
Tellez said.

Despite finances, the clinic has come
a long way from when it first opened in
September 2006.

Youth interns make decorations for a fundraising dinner at the clinic.
Becky Johnson

Members of the food co-op sort and divide donated food.
Rachel Gard

“It started in a little room, but the
community wanted more,” Clinic
Director Blanca Pedigo said.

Since it opened, the clinic has
expanded to a fully-supplied medical
center with three exam rooms and
two dental stations servicing 70 to 100
patients a week.
ECM views all its service as a
partnership with the neighborhood,
and they’re demonstrably grateful
for the volunteers who allow them to
provide services to the community.
Many volunteers live nearby in the
International District.

A UNM School of Medicine volunteer
reviews a patient's chart before
taking her vital signs.
Becky Johnson

ECM sustains itself through grants
and donations, but also operates
a small gift shop where they sell
homemade soap and honey from the
beehives in their backyard. They also
sell clay pots for garden irrigation,
and plants from their garden. A large
portion of ECM’s revenue comes from
the operation of a thrift store, Common
Good, at 2903 Eubank Blvd. NE.
Sara MacNeil is an editorial intern at ABQ Free
Press Weekly.
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Beer Town’s Gift
Wish List
BY TY BANNERMAN

O

h god, Christmas.
That means buying things.
And some people in your life may
love beer more than anything. What
should you get for them?
Tell you what, I consider
myself the archetype of
the beer-inclined giftreceiver, so please, let
me offer up my wish
list so that readers can
deduce what sort
of presents to stuff
their zythophile’s
stockings with.

Growlers

Here’s the easiest idea
in the world: go to one of
our city’s breweries and
fill up a growler for the
imbiber of your choice.
Every single taproom
will have one, usually
with a variety of sizes to
choose from.
Or, order one or more
online. My favorite is the
Deep Woods Brew Products
stainless steel keg-style growler. It’s
a handsome shape, unbreakable
and does a fine job of sealing in the
carbonation. Not quite enough? Send it
along with a gift certificate for a fill-up
at Four Winds Travel Center (2401 12th
St. NW).

Mixer pack from
Jubilation

For something a bit thriftier, pick up
a mixer pack from Jubilation Wine &
Spirits (3512 Lomas Blvd. NE). The store
has a wide selection of local microbrews,
as well as some small batch samples
from far-flung locations. Mix and match
to your heart’s content. And if you
realize that you’d actually prefer to
drink the beer yourself, go ahead! You
can always go back for more.

T-shirts and swag

Obviously, a T-shirt from the brewery
of his or her choice would be ideal,
but you can also purchase a “Support
Local Beer” shirt, emblazoned with
a Zia, from the New Mexico Brewers
Guild, an organization dedicated to
supporting breweries throughout the
state. You can find it at nmbeer.org.

Broken Trail spirits

If beer seems a little prosaic for
your recipient (and maybe you’re
reading the wrong column?), or if
you just want to change it up
a little, check out the line
of spirits offered by
Broken Trail. My
personal favorite
is the Horsethief
Rum, which
goes great with
heat and butter.
You can pick
up their goods at
just about any liquor
store in town, or stop
by their tasting room at
Green Jeans Farmery and
sample a few.

Victor’s beer
kits

If you’ve got a beginning
home-brewer on your list,
check out the style kits at
Victor’s Grape Arbor (2436 San
Mateo Place NE). They are based
on the original recipes created by the
late Victor Trujillo, and each one makes
approximately five gallons of excellent
beer. Choose wisely, and maybe your
recipient will even share some with you.

Go boom

In a more charitable interpretation
of the season of giving, several
Albuquerque breweries have partnered
with boomtimeABQ, an organization
devoted to raising funds for non-profit
organizations.
Throughout the month of December,
participating breweries (including
Tractor, Quarter Celtic, Monk’s
Corner, Dialog, Nexus, Marble, Red
Door, Santa Fe and Sidetrack) will
give you $1 off your first pint if
you promote the organization via a
“#MakeEmBoom” hashtag.
Each time you use the hashtag,
Boomtime will also donate $1 to the
New Mexico Brewer’s Guild and
DreamBIG, an organization that
provides haircuts and school supplies
to underprivileged children.
Ty Bannerman is a beer drinker, co-host of the
City on the Edge podcast and author of “Forgotten
Albuquerque.”
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Finding the Value in a
Free Lunch
BY STEVE “MO” FYE

H

ow much is a meal worth? It’s a
question worth some thought.

The folks at Karma Café have that
question in mind every day. When
Wade McCullough, known for local
favorites Tia Betty Blue’s, Tia B’s and
El Cotorro; and Skylar Petty started
offering food with no set price from
a stand at the Downtown Growers’
Market a few years ago, that question
was pretty high on the list, but
feeding folks who might not be able to
afford food was even more important.

Albuquerque’s first “pay what you
want” restaurant. The proprietors
attempt to use locally sourced
ingredients in all their dishes.

The brick-and-mortar location
seems to be settling in at its San
Pedro site. According to manager
Shannon Sweet, an average of 40 to 60
patrons a day visit. Some come for the
opportunity for a free or inexpensive
meal. Others come to support the
idea of helping those who need an
affordable meal. Some come in for
a cup of coffee just to see the good

Steve “Mo” Fye

It’s a brave endeavor – are there
enough people who will chip in to
help folks who can’t afford to pay full
price for a meal to make a business
financially viable? So far, it looks like
it is working.
The founders took their idea from a
stand at the local farmers’ market to
a small food truck operation with the
help of crowd funding.

deeds being done and leave after
dropping cash in the donation box or
the jar for tips to volunteers.

Sweet said the average take per day
is seven bucks a person.

Customers, too, seem to believe
in the idea of helping others. One
regular helped a young woman find a
battered women’s shelter. A stranger
sitting across the room offered help
finding a place for the young woman
to spend the night off the street.
The restaurant accepts volunteers
and free or discounted ingredients
and supplies. Donations are tax
deductible. The restaurant does not
have a land-line phone as of yet, but
that is in the works. Find them online
or visit the restaurant at 1617 San
Pedro NE.

Steve “Mo” Fye

About a month ago, people who
believed you shouldn’t have to
have money to eat helped open up

Steve “Mo” Fye is an Instructional Tech in the
Culinary Arts program at Central New Mexico
Community College and hopes all his readers will
do something generous this season.
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On A Tank of Gas: Green-style Giving Back
BY MORIAH CARTY

During this charitable season, it’s
important to remember that giving
doesn’t always have to be in the form
of something tangible, so let’s give
back to the local environment by
tidying up a bit.
Dress comfortably, but in clothes
you don’t mind getting dirty. Stuff
some trash bags, leather gloves,
snacks, water and other essentials in
your day bag.

But first, caffeine. It’s always a bad
day without coffee, so head on over
to Humble Coffee Company. Head up
Lomas to Humble Coffee Company.

Humble Coffee
Company:

While this first stop isn’t exactly
giving, it is supporting a local cafe
that uses and sells local products as
part of their delicious offerings.

Pastries from nearby bakeries and
shops pair perfectly with a vanilla
latte – made with in-house syrup – or
just a plain black cup of coffee.

Enjoy the mellow vibe for a bit, then
pack up and head east. Jump back
on I-40 and take the Tramway exit,
heading north, to the Foothills.

Foothills to the Rio
Grande Nature
Center:

While the drop-in volunteering here
may be the same as in the Foothills
– picking up trash and maintaining
trails – it is a step towards a long-term
opportunity.

Occasionally, the Rio Grande Nature
Center has specific days where
community members can volunteer
to maintain the gardens, including
weeding and planting. The 37-acre
area is home to more than 300 species
of birds plus other fun mammals and
reptiles, so there’s usually tidying up
to do.
And if that isn’t your forte, there
are other volunteer outlets at the
RGNC, be it graphic design, guided
bird walks, landscaping, or childhood
education. Be patient, as it may take
time to work into your specific area of
interest.
After so much hard work, head
home for a much-needed shower.

Humble Coffee
Company to the
Foothills:

Take a right on Copper, following it
until it ends in a parking lot.

Photos by Moriah Carty

The Foothills are wonderful for
many reasons: they are close to the
city yet take you away from the bustling excitement; they also are home
to loads of different species of plants
and animals.

Pick a hike and pick up some trash.
The busier the trail, the more trash
there will be. The best part about
collecting trash is that you can see the
merits of your work in the unadulterated nature and the now-full-trash
bag.
Making a day out of it with some
pals makes the adventure all the
more special and effective. When
you’ve filled all of the available trash
bags, make your way back to the
parking lot.

The Rio Grande
Nature Center to
Albuquerque:

By the end of the day, the “feel
goods” should be running high.
Moriah Carty is an Albuquerque local with a
heavy sense of wanderlust.

CALLBOARD
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The Callboard: Local Auditions in One Place
D

o you dream of spotlights and cheering fans? Then maybe it’s time to take those dreams and make them a reality. And it all
starts with picking up a copy of ABQ Free Press Weekly, where we make it easy to find all the local auditions for stage and
screen. See? The first step is simple. The rest? That’s up to you.

Screen
OPEN GENDER

Open ethnicity, open age
All Looks and Ages Encouraged
Experimental instillation showcasing
the beauty in individuality
Shoots Dec. 17 & 18
Santa Fe
Send headshots, resume, and contact
info to loslabiosfilm@gmail.com

MALE

Open ethnicity, mid-30s - Bobby
Open ethnicity, 40s – Franklin
Untitled sci-fi feature
Filming in March/April 2017
Send resume and headshots to
JBReflectionFilms@gmail.com

FEMALE

Open ethnicity, 20s – Margie
Open ethnicity, 30s – Andrea
Untitled sci-fi feature
Filming in March/April 2017
Send resume and headshots to
JBReflectionFilms@gmail.com

OPEN GENDER

Open ethnicity, open age
All Looks and Ages Encouraged
Experimental installation showcasing
the beauty in individuality
Shoots Dec. 17 & 18
Santa Fe, NM
Send headshots, resume, and contact
info to loslabiosfilm@gmail.com
Open ethnicity, 20s-30s
Unique look
“Midnight, Texas”
Must have valid ID
Visit lathamcasting.com
PAID
Open ethnicity, all ages
People who look like they reside in a
small Texas town
“Midnight, Texas”
Must have valid ID
Visit lathamcasting.com
PAID

Stage
MALE

Native, 15-22 – Joachim
“Wolf ” stage reading
Auditions in Santa Fe
Send headshots, resume and demos to
treeswingfilms@icloud.com
Specify desired role
Native/White, 12 – Jordy
“Wolf ” stage reading
Auditions in Santa Fe

nicoletaionescu

nicoletaionescu

Send headshots, resume and demos to
treeswingfilms@icloud.com
Specify desired role
White or Latino, 30s-40s – Gregg
“Wolf ” stage reading
Auditions in Santa Fe
Send headshots, resume and demos to
treeswingfilms@icloud.com
Specify desired role
Native or mixed race, any age – Bus Driver
“Wolf ” stage reading
Auditions in Santa Fe
Send headshots, resume and demos to
treeswingfilms@icloud.com
Specify desired role
White, teens-20s – Kody
“Wolf ” stage reading
Auditions in Santa Fe
Send headshots, resume and demos to
treeswingfilms@icloud.com
Specify desired role
Native, 40s-50s – Dad
“Wolf ” stage reading

Auditions in Santa Fe
Send headshots, resume and demos to
treeswingfilms@icloud.com
Specify desired role

FEMALE

Native/white, 15 – Anna
“Wolf ” stage reading
Auditions in Santa Fe
Send headshots, resume and demos to
treeswingfilms@icloud.com
Specify desired role
Native, 15 – Ela
“Wolf ” stage reading
Auditions in Santa Fe
Send headshots, resume and demos to
treeswingfilms@icloud.com
Specify desired role
White, 30s-40s, Mom
“Wolf ” stage reading
Auditions in Santa Fe
Send headshots, resume and demos to
treeswingfilms@icloud.com
Specify desired role

Native, any age – Miss Kay
“Wolf ” stage reading
Auditions in Santa Fe
Send headshots, resume and demos to
treeswingfilms@icloud.com
Specify desired role

OPEN GENDER

Open ethnicity, open age – Narrator
“Wolf” stage reading
Auditions in Santa Fe
Send headshots, resume and demos
to treeswingfilms@icloud.com
Specify desired role

Want your casting or
crew call listed here?
Send an email to
callboard@freeabq.com

FILM
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NM Film Focus: New Mexico's Got Talent
BY CHRISTA VALDEZ

N

ow what? In this column, I try
to give readers a look inside
what's going on in the booming
New Mexico film industry.

In covering this beat, I'm very often
inspired by the people who work and
thrive in local film and media. Thankfully, these individuals take great
pride in their work, and even more
so in working to help others come up
around them. From basic leads and referrals to innumerable coffee klatches,
chats over drinks, or other networking
events and activities, the New Mexico
film community is an accessible one.
But where to start? What do you
want to do? Do you want to be the
next Brad Pitt? Would you be stoked
to draw some exciting experiences
and a paycheck from working background, crew or film production
administrative services? No matter
where you fall on the film family
spectrum there's a place for everyone
in the industry.

Quick networking tip: Try searching
the hashtags #NMFilm and #NMTalent on any social media platform.

Typing one or the other in the search
bar of either Facebook or Twitter especially should lead you to a plethora of
people who are "in the business."

Though you can't go down to the
local film office and drop off your
resume to pick up work as a recurring series regular or head lighting
technician, you can start your customized foray into the film business by
looking at the top pillars of the state's
industry.

The New Mexico Film Office
registry of official goings and resource
listings at nmfilm.com is a great place
to start. Browse the industry directory
for the types of opportunities that
might be available to you – from offering your home as a filming location
to including your small business as a
resource to productions.

To see a staggering list of individual
opportunities, visit iatselocal480.com.
There you will find the A-Z list of
crafts (job types) that make everything
on a production set roll, from pre-production to "that's a wrap."
IATSE is the International Alliance

of Theatrical Stage
Employees, Moving
Picture Technicians,
Artists and Allied
Crafts. New Mexico
IATSE Local 480
represents literally
hundreds of crew
positions that
fill the needs of
productions across
the entire state. The
detailed steps on
how to join Local
480 are found under
the very first tab on
their website.

And then there's on-camera talent.

New Mexico boasts a growing list of
Screen Actors Guild (SAG) franchised
talent agencies bracing to represent
the best thespians our state has to
offer.
Once again, to learn the baby steps
on how to get into this area of the
business you must begin with reputable training and representation
resources. Several well-known casting

directors head up staffing local background needs and casting SAG and
SAG eligible talent.
If this all sounds like Greek to you,
you need to jump back a step to that
all important networking tip above.
Find someone doing what you want
to do and reach out to them.
New Mexico film expert Christa Valdez, of
OneHeadlightInk.com and ChristaValdez.com,
reports on movie industry news for ABQ Free
Press.

‘Manchester by the Sea’ Affirms Deep Emotions
BY DAVID LYNCH

T

here’s a pervasive, unescapable
irony that rings deafeningly
throughout “Manchester by the Sea,”
the latest by writer/director Kenneth
Lonergan and certainly his most
marvelous achievement thus far.

The film is dreary, with a pair of
unlikeable characters at the forefront
(and others on the side), and loss and
death are consistent themes throughout.
Somehow, the film strives to also be
lighthearted, humorous and hopeful.
It succeeds, resulting in a delicate but
exasperating portrayal of life, and
probably the most well-put-together
film of the year.

The world may have forgotten about
Casey Affleck, but with “Manchester
by the Sea,” he finally has his
inevitable landmark performance.
He is monumental as Lee Chandler,
a Boston handyman who lives a
mundane life out of a one-room living
space that is a physical manifestation
of his emotional reach.
Lee is the social equivalent of a

Stairmaster, even when he receives the
news of his brothers’ passing, to which
it doesn’t seem he knows how to react.

What comes next is a whirlwind as
Affleck is forced to care for his nephew,
Patrick, played by Lucas Hedges, who
matches Affleck’s brutally convincing
performance. If Affleck receives his
first Academy Award nomination –
and I expect he will – it’s only right
that Hedges gets one of his own after a
breakout performance.
Lonergan
has crafted
a film in
which
seemingly
every
scene is
brimming
with
emotional
depth. The
moments
of eruption
are not

only superbly directed, but immensely
memorable for the way they
interweave humanity with the kind of
merciless humor that seems authentic
of the Bostonian culture Affleck
personifies.

There’s also a sense of duality as
Lee must deal with pieces of his past
he’d obviously rather leave very much
alone. The film whiplashes between
Lee’s struggles to get along with his
nephew and a seemingly much more
blissful prior
life on the
family
boat with
a much
younger
Patrick and
his brother;
but it also
shows
us how
Lee got
to be the
emotionally
Courtesy manchesterbytheseamovie.com
distant

person he is today. And it’s a revelation
that takes as much toll on us as it does
on Lee.
Lonergan’s script is one of the best
of the year. The film feels like a novel;
it’s not the briskest experience, but
there are so many stacked layers to a
seemingly simple premise. The world
of the Boston suburb Manchester is so
incredibly detailed, the film basically
functions as a postcard – not just as a
window to that city and a family that
has as many problems as any other,
but also as a portrayal of changing
relationships.

“Manchester by the Sea” is brutally
honest in that regard. It simultaneously
reminds us that movies shouldn’t
always be an escape of reality, but
rather cutting affirmations of the life –
with all its regrets, fragility, confusion
and tender heartache – that is still
going to be there once we leave the
theater doors.
David Lynch is an award-winning film critic.
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See Santa, Help
Others
BY ERIKA EDDY

B

e Santa’s guest and help him make the holiday
season better for homeless children in New Mexico.
On Friday, Dec. 16 at 7 p.m., watch a live variety show,
decorate a gingerbread cookie, make an ornament to take
home and, of course, take a picture with the Jolly Man
himself. The event benefits The Artistic Giving Council,
an arts, entertainment and educational charity donating
essential items to shelters. Santa’s Christmas Party is at
Warehouse 508 (508 1st St. NW, Albuquerque), a venue
offering young people the opportunity to explore the
world through the arts.
For tickets and information visit santaschristmasparty.com

CALENDAR

Parade of Lasers

Wax with The Palmer Squares

DECEMBER 16-18

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 21

7:30 pm, Hiland Theater, 4800 Central
Ave SE, 872-1800, nmgmc.org

6 pm, Free, Lomas Tramway Library,
908 Eastridge Dr NE, 291-6295,
abqlibrary.org

El Rey Theater, 622 Central Ave SW,
elreyabq.com

NMGMC: Holiday Greetings and
Gay Happy Meetings

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 17

AZA with Special Guest Brahim
Fribgane

7:30 pm, Outpost Performance Space,
210 Yale Blvd SE, 268-0044,
outpostspace.org

Frank and Debo's Jazz Head Duo
6 pm, Free, Vibrance, 4500 Silver Ave
SE, 639-3401, vibranceabq.com

The Gershom Brothers

8 pm, Marble Brewery Westside,5740
Night Whisper Rd NW, 508-4368,
marblebrewery.com

New Mexico Philharmonic
Concert: Holiday Pops

8 pm, Popejoy Hall, UNM Main
Campus, 203 Cornell Drive, 925-5858,
nmphil.org

Paul Nielsen

2 pm, Free, Albuquerque Museum of
Art & History, 2000 Mountain Rd NW,
242-4600, albuquerquemu-seum.org

Polyphony: Handel's Children
Messiah

10:30 am, Free, Cathedral of St. John,
318 Silver Ave SW, 821-1956,
polyphonynm.com

Courtesy of Santa's Christmas Party

SHOWS
DECEMBER 14-20
Launchpad

618 Central Ave SW, 764-8887,
launchpadrocks.com
December 14, SIMS
December 15, CRX, Streets of Laredo
December 16, Mondo Vibrations &
Pink Freud
December 17, CRTTRZ
December 20, Planes Mistaken for
Stars

DECEMBER 14-21
Low Spirits

2823 2nd St NW, 344-9555,
lowspiritslive.com
December 14, Wednesday Open Mic
December 15, Star City Rejects
December 16, Three Bad Jacks
December 17, Joe West Trio
December 21, Wednesday Open Mic

DECEMBER 15-18
Sister Bar

407 Central Ave SW, 242-4900,
sisterthebar.com
December 15, Lowlife Vids’n’Vinyl
December 16, NastyNasty
December 17, Shoggoth CD Release
Theatrical Show
December 18, Pinball Tournament &
Food Drive

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 14
Etienne Charles’ Creole
Christmas

7:30 pm, Outpost Performance Space,
210 Yale Blvd SE, 268-0044,
outpostspace.org

LeAnn Rimes: Today is
Christmas

Isleta Resort & Casino, 11000
Broadway Blvd SE, 724-3800, isleta.
com

Runakuna

6 pm, Free, Lomas Tramway Library,
908 Eastridge Dr NE, 291-6295,
abqlibrary.org

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 16
Albuquerque Philharmonic
Orchestra

7:30 pm, Free, Immanuel Presbyterian
Church, 114 Carlisle Blvd SE, nmapo.
org

The Gershom Brothers

7 pm, Hotel Andaluz, 125 2nd St NW,
242-9090, hotelandaluz.com

New Mexico Symphonic Chorus
Concert: Handel's Messiah
7:30 pm, Popejoy Hall, UNM Main
Campus, 203 Cornell Drive, 925-5858,
popejoypresents.com

Scott & Johanna HongellDarsee: The Magic of Light

10 am, Free, Open Space Visitor
Center, 6500 Coors Blvd NW, RSVP:
897-8831, cabq.gov/openspace

DECEMBER 17-18

Schubert for the Season

5:30 pm, Harwood Museum of Art, 238
Ledoux St, Taos, (575) 758-9826,
taoschambermusicgroup.org

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 18
Albuquerque Philharmonic
Orchestra

3:30 pm, Free, St. Therese Catholic
Church, 3424 4th Street, NW,
433-7445, nmapo.org

Big Daddy Kane

7 pm, Burt’s Tiki Lounge, 515 Central
Ave NW

Enchantment Handbells: A
World of Christmas Bells

3 pm, Sandia Preparatory School, 532
Osuna Rd NE, 818-8214, enchantmenthandbells.org

Solstice Sonatas

10:30 am, Las Puertas Event Center,
1512 1st St NW, chatterabq.org

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 20
The Blind Boys of Alabama:
Talkin' Christmas

7:30 pm, Lensic Theater, 211 W. San
Francisco, Santa Fe, (505) 988-1234,
ticketssantafe.org

7 pm, El Rey Theater, 622 Central Ave
SW, elreyabq.com

Albuquerque Recorder Society:
Holiday Music

SCREENS
DECEMBER 14-23
Guild Cinema

3405 Central Ave NE, 255-1848,
guildcinema.com
Through December 14, 18th Annual
Animation Show of Shows
Through December 14, Ixcanul
December 15-19, Human
December 15-19, Seasons
December 16-17, Phantasm
December 17-18, Children’s Film
Festival Seattle 2016 – See the World,
Feed Your Mind
December 20-23, Across the Universe
December 20-23, Imagine: John
Lennon

DECEMBER 14-26
Jean Cocteau Cinema

418 Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe, (505)
466-5528,
jeancocteaucinema.com
December 14-15, The Last Film
Festival
December 16-22, A Kind of Murder
December 16-22, She Sings to the
Stars
December 16-29, The Red Shoes
December 19-26, Director’s Cut Series:
Blade Runner

DECEMBER 15-JANUARY 14
Center for Contemporary Arts
Cinematheque

1050 Old Pecos Trail, Santa Fe, (505)
982-1338,
ccasantafe.org
Through December 15, The Winter
Series: Girl with a Pearl Earring and
Other Treasures from the Maritshuis
Through January 14, The Dekalog
Starts December 16, Seasons
Starts December 16, Harry Benson:
Shoot First

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 15

N4th Theatre, 4904 4th St NW,
345-2140, elitenm.net

Stories by the Fireside

Saturdays, 5 pm, Free, Indian Pueblo
Cultural Center, 2401 12th St NW,
843-7270, indianpueblo.org

THROUGH DECEMBER 18
The Dolls present Jack and the
Beanstalk
National Hispanic Cultural Center,
1701 4th St SW, 724-4771, nhccnm.
org

My Three Angels

The Adobe Theater, 9813 4th Street
NW, 898-9222, adobetheater.org

The Real Nut: The True Story of
the Nutcracker
Aux Dog Theatre, 3011 Monte Vista
Blvd NE, 254-7716, auxdog.com

THROUGH DECEMBER 22
Fairy Tales: Josie Mohr

Reception, Thursday, December 1, 6-7
pm
Loma Colorado Main Library, 755
Loma Colorado Blvd NE, Rio Rancho,
891-5013x3033, riorancholibrar-ies.org

THROUGH DECEMBER 29
Letting Go of the Past

Thursdays, 7 pm, Kadampa Meditation
Center, 142 Monroe St NE, 292-5293,
meditationinnewmexi-co.org

THROUGH DECEMBER 30
Mark Yamin

Jean Cocteau Cinema, 418
Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe, (505)
466-5528, jeancocteaucinema.com

River of Lights

6 pm, ABQ BioPark, 2601 Central Ave
NW, 764-6200, abqbiopark.com

Xing! A Musical Installation

Harwood Art Center, 1114 7th St NW,
242-6367, harwoodartcenter.org

THROUGH DECEMBER 31
Little Windows with a Big View
– Small Works Show

Reception, Friday, December 2, 5-7:30
pm
Sorrel Sky Gallery, 125 W. Palace Ave,
Santa Fe, (505) 501-6555, sorrelsky.
com

La Pastorela, The Shepherd's
Tale

Native Realities: Superheroes of
Past, Present, and Future

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 16

THROUGH JANUARY 1

7 pm, Free, National Hispanic Cultural
Center, 1701 4th St SW, 724-4771,
nhccnm.org

Miracle on 34th Street

6 pm, Free w/ RSVP, KiMo Theatre,
423 Central Ave NW, 768-3544,
kimotickets.com

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 21

No Man's Land

7 pm, Lensic Theater, 211 W. San
Francisco, Santa Fe, (505) 988-1234,
ticketssantafe.org

EVENTS
THROUGH DECEMBER 17
A Christmas Carol

Form & Concept, 435 S Guadalupe St,
Santa Fe, 982-8111, formandconcept.
center

Holiday Ice Qube Skating

Free, Civic Plaza, 1 Civic Plaza NW,
3rd St NW and Marquette Ave NW,
albuquerquecc.com

Stranger Factory Winter Salon VI

Stranger Factory, 3411 Central Ave NE,
508-3049, strangerfactory.com

THROUGH JANUARY 7
Small Works

Reception, Friday, December 10, 5-7
pm
New Mexico Art League, 3409 Juan
Tabo NE, 293-5034, newmexicoartleague.org

CALENDAR
THROUGH JANUARY 21
Affinity: Brad Wilson

Reception, Friday, December 2, 5-7 pm
photo-eye Gallery, 541 S. Guadalupe St,
Santa Fe, (505) 988-5152, photoeye.
com

THROUGH JANUARY 28
Small Treasures

Reception, Friday, December 9, 5-7 pm
Santa Fe Clay, 545 Camino de la
Familia, Santa Fe, (505) 984-1122,
santafeclay.com

THROUGH JANUARY 31
DADA Centennial: Day of the
Dead

International Museum of Collage,
Assemblage and Construction Archives,
1925 Rosina St Ste C, Santa Fe, (505)
303-3034, collagemuseum.com

THROUGH FEBRUARY 3
Wilderness and the National
Parks: Ian Shive

Edition One Gallery, 1036 Canyon Rd,
Santa Fe, (505) 570-5385, editionone.
gallery

THROUGH FEBRUARY 11

Revelation through Concealment:
Christo and Jeanne-Claude
MILL Contemporary, 702 1/2 Canyon Rd,
Gypsy Alley, Santa Fe, (505) 983-6668,
millcontemp.com

Santa's Christmas Party is
Coming

7 pm, Warehouse 508, 508 First St NW,
296-2738, artisticgiving.org

DECEMBER 16-18

The Nutcracker Ballet in the Land
of Enchantment
National Hispanic Cultural Center, 1701
4th St SW, 724-4771, nhccnm.org

DECEMBER 16-25
All is Calm

Keshet Center for the Arts, 4121 Cutler
Ave NE, 227-8583, alliscalmabq.org

DECEMBER 16-JANUARY
1, 2017
Disney’s Beauty and the Beast
Musical Theatre Southwest, 6320-B
Domingo NE, 265-9119, musicaltheatresw.com

DECEMBER 16-JANUARY 15
Kadomatsu in the Japanese
Garden

ABQ BioPark, 2601 Central Ave NW,
764-6200, abqbiopark.com

Peaceable Kingdom: Claire
Kahn's New Mexico

Patina Gallery, 131 W. Palace Ave,
Santa Fe, (505) 986-3432, patina-gallery.
com

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 17

Meditation Gathering

The Art of Cantonese Operas: Ian
Hui

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 14

Downtown Growers Market Late
Fall Pop-Up Market

1 pm, Free, New Mexico History
Museum, 113 Lincoln Ave, Santa Fe,
(505) 476-5200, nmhistorymuse-um.org

Edgewood Eagles PTO Holiday
Market

THROUGH JULY 1, 2017
Sundays & Thursdays, 6:30 pm,
Albuquerque Vipassana Center, 200
Rosemont Ave NE, 401-5641,
abqsangha.org

New Mexico Turquoise in
Mexico?: Tim Maxwell

Speaker: NM State Auditor Tim
Keller
Noon, Free, McKinley Community
Center, 3401 Monroe St NE, RSVP:
468-7108

Winter Open House: Loma
Colorado Library

4:30 pm, Free, Loma Colorado Main
Library, 755 Loma Colorado Blvd NE,
Rio Rancho, 891-5013x3033, riorancholibraries.org

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 15
Adult Night on the Polar Bear
Express – River of Lights

5 pm, ABQ BioPark, 2601 Central Ave
NW, 764-6200, abqbiopark.com

505 Faces Book Arrival Party

6:30 pm, The Octopus and the Fox, 514
Central Ave SE, 203-2659, octofoxshop.
com

Tributaries: Land Arts of the
American West

7 pm, Free, Santa Fe Arts Institute, 1600
St. Michaels Dr, Santa Fe, landarts.unm.
edu

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 16
DB/CB: Debra Baxter

5 pm, Form & Concept, 435 S
Guadalupe St, Santa Fe, (505)
982-8111, formandconcept.center

10 am, North Domingo Baca
Multigenerational Center, 7521 Carmel
Ave NE, 934-3941

9 am, Free, 102 Gold Ave SW,
252-2959, downtowngrowers.org

9 am, Free, Edgewood Middle School,
17 Venus Road W, Edgewood, (505)
947-7386

Holiday Enrichment at the Zoo

9:30 pm, ABQ BioPark Zoo, 903 10th St
SW, 768-2000, abqbiopark.com

Hops & Dreams: Nightmare
Before Xmas Edition

8 pm, Tractor Brewing-Wells Park, 1800
4th St NW, 243-6752, getplowed.com

Humble Holidays Arts and Crafts
Fair
10 am, Free, Humble Coffee, 4200
Lomas Blvd NE, (505) 289-9909

The Magic of Light: Solstice
Stories

10 am, Free, Open Space Visitor Center,
6500 Coors Blvd NW, RSVP: 897-8831,
cabq.gov/openspace

Murder at the Art Museum:
Christina Squire

1 pm, Free, Treasure House Books &
Gifts, 2012 S. Plaza St NW, 242-7204

Santa Storytime

11 am, Free, Page One Books, 5850
Eubank Blvd NE Ste B-41, 294-2026,
page1book.com
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Taste Place and Memory –
Toward a Poetics of Chili Eating:
Dr Victor Valle
2 pm, Free, National Hispanic Cultural
Center, 1701 4th St SW, 724-4771,
nhccnm.org

Celebrate the Faces
of 505

DECEMBER 17-18

BY ERIKA EDDY

Aspen Santa Fe Ballet's The
Nutcracker

Lensic Theater, 211 W. San Francisco,
Santa Fe, (505) 988-1234, ticketssantafe.org

Ballet Repertory Theatre: The
Nutcracker

2 pm, KiMo Theatre, 423 Central Ave
NW, 768-3544, kimotickets.com

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 18
Annual Holiday Open House

Noon, Free, New Mexico Museum of Art,
107 W Palace Ave, Santa Fe, (505)
476-5072, nmartmu-seum.org

I

n a labor of love, a crew of renowned artists and writers
came together to create “New Mexico: Portraits &
Profiles,” a book of portraits and stories of people from
across our state. The (505) Faces team traveled to 20 cities
in 20 days capturing the soul and spirit of our state in
unique faces and individual stories. After two years in
the making, the book will be released with a signing and
celebration Thursday, Dec. 15. at The Octopus and the
Fox (514 Central Ave. SE, Albuquerque) from 6:30 to 8:30
p.m.
For more information visit 505-faces.com

Being Non-Christian in
Albuquerque

10 am, Congregation Albert, 3800
Louisiana Blvd NE, RSVP: 883-1818 ext.
3203, brother-hood@congregationalbert.
org

Richard E. Peck Book Signing

Noon, Free, Treasure House Books &
Gifts, 2012 S. Plaza St NW, 242-7204

A View into the Collection

1 pm, Indian Pueblo Cultural Center,
2401 12th St NW, 843-7270, indianpueblo.org

Winter Solstice Seed Mandala

11 am, Free, Open Space Visitor Center,
6500 Coors Blvd NW, 897-8831, cabq.
gov/openspace

MONDAY, DECEMBER 19
Lunar Monday

7 pm, New Mexico History Museum, 113
Lincoln Ave, Santa Fe, (505) 476-5200,
nmhistorymuseum.org

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 20
Winter Astronomy: Night Sky
Observation

5:30 pm, Free, Cherry Hills Library, 6901
Barstow St NE, 857-8321, abqlibrary.org

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 21

Latinos in the Public Media and
the Popular Imagination: Michael
A. Olivas
2 pm, Free, National Hispanic Cultural
Center, 1701 4th St SW, 724-4771,
nhccnm.org

Courtesy 505 Faces

Mrs. Claus is Coming to Town:
South Valley Library

10:15 am, Free, South Broadway Library,
1025 Broadway Blvd SE, 764-1742,
abqlibrary.org

Winter Astronomy: Solar Viewing
& The Seasons
1:30 pm, Cherry Hills Library, 6901
Barstow St NE, 857-8321, abqlibrary.org

DECEMBER 21-24

Ballet Repertory Theatre: The Nutcracker
KiMo Theatre, 423 Central Ave NW,
768-3544, kimotickets.com

Answers. Puzzles on page 23
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CRX Mixes Other
Bands into ‘New Skin’
BY BRADLEY T. SCHUMAN

S

upergroups, side projects and
solo records featuring several
notable musicians really feel
like they’ve been picking up in
popularity in the last decade or so.

I don’t know if it’s that collaboration
is becoming easier, or that bands and
labels are friendlier with each other
than they used to be, but it seems like
EVERYONE is working on three things
at once, or showing up on each other’s
new singles.
It’s not a bad thing. Eagles of Death
Metal, Atoms for Peace, and A Perfect
Circle all basically fall into that
category, and I like all of them plenty.

GONE FISHING!

NO PAPER ON JANUARY 4TH

CRX includes Nick Valensi from The
Strokes stepping up for lead vocals
as well as guitar; Richie Follin from
Guards on keys, guitar and backup
vocals; and Josh Homme of Queens
of the Stone Age as producer. It’s a
pretty significant lineup, with Ralph
Alexander, John Safley and Darian
Zahedi rounding out the group.

and beer soaked rocker inside them
that “New Skin” is finally an avenue
for.

“Ways To Fake It” has a cutesy
Britpop feel to it – easy to sing along to,
chipper and catchy. There’s something
to the feel that reminds me of “You
Might Think” by The Cars.
When “Broken Bones” starts, the
album swings into a greasy rock and
roll vibe. Josh Homme’s influences
show up in a few places on “New
Skin,” and the wailing guitar and
swinging bass and drums here are the
best examples.

“Anything” switches back to staccato
guitar builds and chirpy vocals that
sound more like a Strokes song, and
the rest of the album continues this
swapping of styles. It’s coherent, but it
really does feel like we’ve got two half
albums in different styles that happen
to mash up well. “Walls” drops you
back into grimier thrash.
“On Edge” has a great
knocked around feeling –
the guitar and keyboards
grind along at a frantic pace.
“Unnatural” follows, more
frantic than the last track, and
a little more dissonant and
distorted. Again, the feeling
that Homme was a little more
in charge here.

WE WILL RETURN
JANUARY 11TH

The album finishes hard
with “Monkey Machine,”
which fits the theme of
the overall experience and
complements the much less
rough around the edges
“Ways to Fake It” that the
album starts off on.

The sound can be disparate
at times: Shiny plastic, dirty
garage, glittery pop, grease
stained chrome. The album maintains
a solid balance while shifting back and
forth, but it bounces you around all the
way through. I felt a bit bruised and
happy by the end of it.

Courtesy of CRX

Their album, “New Skin,” does a
great job of being poppy, fast-paced
power rock that’s easy to digest and
enjoy. It’s not going to stir the depths of
your soul, but I imagine their concerts
are going to be sweat-soaked, bumpinto-your-neighbor experiences.
Valensi and Follin pair up well
together, Guards and the Strokes have
complementary sounds, and they both
bring that to the table here. Homme’s
influence seems to really show up on
the darker sounding tracks, though
maybe Valensi and Follin have a sweat

CRX will play The Launchpad (618
Central Ave. SW) on Dec. 15 with
Streets of Laredo and Hideout.

Bradley T. Schuman is a pop culture geek and
music nerd with far too many records and opinions.
Reach him at music@freeabq.com
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Sudoku

Crossword
by Myles Mellor and Sally York

by Myles Mellor and Susan Flanagan

Each Sudoku puzzle consists of a 9x9 grid that has been subdivided into nine smaller grids of 3x3
squares. To solve the puzzle, each row, column and box must contain each of the numbers 1 to 9.

Across

38. Formal accessory

12. Stand about idly

1. Drop

39. Hilo garland

13. Make lovable

4. Previously

40. "O.K."

16. Clothes presser

7. Visited

42. In between

20. Not edible any

10. French way

liquid and solid

more

11. Black color

47. "___ Maria"

21. Medical

14. C.E.O.'s degree

48. Decree

quantities

15. Dependence

49. Protein source

22. Subsist

17. Musician's asset

50. Fuse

23. Tapped firmly

18. 1973 Supreme

51. ESPN

25. Pointed arch

Court decision name

sportscaster

26. Kathmandu's

19. Matinee hero

52. Compass

land

21. Home ____

direction

28. Story
30. Partner

24. Nonstick pan
27. Farm team

Down

31. Crowded

28. Greenery

1. Great time

34. Likely

29. "Yes, ___!"

2. Larry __ Melman

35. Spring

30. Bake eggs

3. Growing area

37. Trash bag, brand

32. Tear

4. Necktie

name

33. One who leaves

5. Entry point

39. Human parasites

prison without

6. Kimono sash

40. Pilot's problem

permission

7. Be suspicious (3

41. Apple picker

35. Sparkling wine

words)

36. Daze

8. Lawyer's org. for

43. "Thanks a ___!"
44. Bring to bear

37. Monopoly

short

45. Kind of chamber

purchase

9. Combat

46. Salon job
Answers for all puzzles on page 21
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